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We  offer  to an international  public  satisfying  the 

most varied needs, through products conceived in 

the name of functionality and design.

The continuous attention to the needs and tendencies 

of the market has led to a constant and balanced 

development throughout time, determining a first 

hand position for both productive capacity and also 

from a commercial point of view. This has been 

possible thanks to constant research on productive 

and technological aspects and also on the esthetics 

and on product promotion.

The  freshness  of  the  design  of   our  tables  and 

chairs  together  with the competitive  price satisfies 

different levels of needs. These characteristics  give 

Siesta  access  to  different  market  sectors , for 

example contract and domestic.

The collection includes chairs, bar stools and tables, 

all designed to be multifunctional and multi-purpose, 

user friendly and with an indisputable style. With their 

colour, sense of irony, play on senses and unique 

forms , our products  are immediately  recognizable 

throughout  the world, offering longlasting , practical 

enjoyment . Today  we  export  75 %  of  its 

production  to  80  countries  around  the  globe 

through  its comprehensive  network  of agents  and 

dealers.

We  offer  an extremely  wide  range  of indoor  and 

outdoor  products , with  innumerable  colour 

variations , with  plastic  materials  like  polyproplene 

and  fiberglass  matched  to wood  or  metal  or 
latest  trend  like  transparent  polycarbonate  or 

glossy  PA 6  nylon , with  strong  technical 

characteristics , that  give  the  product  inimitable 

qualities  such  as softness , opaqueness , flexibility 

and resistance to atmospheric agents.

A concentrate of quality that makes our products so 

unique and special.
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061 Opera
Stacking wedding chair for indoor and outdoor use 
in clear or shiny polycarbonate. Scratch resistant,  
UV - resistant.

Opera wedding chair is necessary to have a 
good time whilst adding dynamism and an 
elite atmosphere.
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071 Chiavari
Stacking wedding chair for indoor and outdoor use 
in clear or shiny polycarbonate. Scratch resistant,  
UV - resistant.

First class wedding ceremony...
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The queen of weddings
.
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034 Elizabeth
Stacking chair for indoor and outdoor use in shiny 
technopolymer PA6 nylon or clear polycarbonate. 
Scratch resistant, self - extinguish classification V2, UV 
- resistant.
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Black

Testato - Tested

050 Josephine
Josephine wedding chair is produced with a single 
injection of polypropylene reinforced with glass fiber 
obtained by means of the latest generation of air moulding 
technology with neutral tones. For indoor and outdoor use
.

White

josephine
Happily ever after…
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Testato - Tested

044 Napoleon
Napoleon wedding chair is produced with a single 
injection of polypropylene reinforced with glass fiber 
obtained by means of the latest generation of air 
moulding technology with neutral tones. For indoor and 
outdoor use.

Silver 
Grey

BlackWhite

Napoleon chair will create a joyous and elegance 
atmosphere for your wedding reception.
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073 Opera Bar 75
Stacking wedding bar stool h.75 cm for indoor and 
outdoor use in clear or shiny polycarbonate.  
Scratch resistant, UV - resistant.

Opera bar stool will be very attractive  
at your invitations.
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074 Opera Bar 65
Stacking wedding bar stool h.65 cm for indoor 
and outdoor use in clear or shiny polycarbonate.  
Scratch resistant, UV - resistant.

Comfortable and decorative elements of 
your wedding party.
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083 Chiavari Bar 75
Stacking wedding bar stool h.75 cm for indoor 
and outdoor use in clear or shiny polycarbonate.  
Scratch resistant, UV - resistant.
İ

A different interpretation of 
wedding bar stool.
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084 Chiavari Bar 65
Stacking wedding bar stool h.65 cm for indoor 
and outdoor use in clear or shiny polycarbonate.  
Scratch resistant, UV - resistant.

The perfect combination of  
classy and modern... 
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A modern outlook on bar stools: FOX

Testato - Tested
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037 Fox 75
Stacking bar stool h.75 cm for indoor and outdoor use in 
shiny technopolymer PA6 nylon or clear polycarbonate. 
Scratch resistant, self - extinquish classification V2, UV - 
resistant.
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036 Fox 65
Stacking bar stool h.65 cm for indoor and outdoor use in 
shiny technopolymer PA6 nylon or clear polycarbonate. 
Scratch resistant, self - extinquish classification V2, UV - 
resistant.

Accompanies enjoyable moments
…
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061 Opera
Stacking wedding chair for 
indoor and outdoor use in clear 
or shiny polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, UV - resistant.

073 Opera Bar 75
Stacking wedding bar stool 
h.75 cm for indoor and 
outdoor use in clear or shiny 
polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, UV - resistant.

074 Opera Bar 65
Stacking wedding bar stool 
h.65 cm for indoor and 
outdoor use in clear or shiny 
polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, UV - resistant.

071 Chiavari
Stacking wedding chair for 
indoor and outdoor use in clear 
or shiny polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, UV - resistant.

044 Napoleon
Napoleon wedding chair is 
produced with a single injection 
of polypropylene reinforced 
with glass fiber obtained by 
means of the latest generation 
of air moulding technology with 
neutral tones. For indoor and 
outdoor use.

050 Josephine
Josephine wedding chair is 
produced with a single injection 
of polypropylene reinforced 
with glass fiber obtained by 
means of the latest generation 
of air moulding technology with 
neutral tones. For indoor and 
outdoor use.
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034 Elizabeth
Stacking chair for indoor 
and outdoor use in shiny 
technopolymer PA6 nylon or 
clear polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, self - extinguish 
classification V2, UV - resistant.

* On request with cushion.
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083 Chiavari Bar 75
Stacking wedding bar stool 
h.75 cm for indoor and 
outdoor use in clear or shiny 
polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, UV - resistant.

084 Chiavari Bar 65
Stacking wedding bar stool 
h.65 cm for indoor and 
outdoor use in clear or shiny 
polycarbonate. Scratch 
resistant, UV - resistant.
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037 Fox 75
Stacking bar stool h.75 cm 
for indoor and outdoor use 
in shiny technopolymer PA6 
nylon or clear polycarbonate. 
Scratch resistant, self - 
extinquish classification V2, 
UV - resistant.

036 Fox 65
Stacking bar stool h.65 cm 
for indoor and outdoor use 
in shiny technopolymer PA6 
nylon or clear polycarbonate. 
Scratch resistant, self - 
extinquish classification V2, 
UV - resistant.
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INFORMATION

Technical dates and pictures in this catalogue are indicative and may not be considered binding;

Siesta reserves the right to modify without notice for technical or commercial reasons the products in this catalogue. 

It is forbidden to re-produce the project or to re-print the catalogue.

All dimensions are in cm.

SYMBOLS KEY

Ø = Diameter

H = Height

www.decormag.ro




